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Abstract
Describes the application of several Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Genetic Programming
(GP) algorithms to algorithmic music composition (inspired by Karl Sims' work with
images). Each of these algorithms fall under the category of Interactive Evolutionary
Computing (IEC), which has been effective at solving a variety of problems sharing many
of the same difficulties facing algorithmic music composition. An application
implementing these IEC algorithms is described, loosely modeled after Karl Sims' work,
which includes a user interface and general software framework supporting the
application of any IEC algorithm to algorithmic music composition. The software
framework makes it very easy to experiment with different algorithms or data structures,
which is central to this project. Various IEC algorithms will be implemented and their
effectiveness compared.

Introduction
Algorithmic music is an incredibly active area of research, which spans the fields of
computer science, art, science, and philosophy. It is not a new idea, but has actually been
around for as long as computers, if not longer.

History of Algorithmic Music
Algorithmic music is indeed an old concept; one could argue that even the musical dice
games of Mozart [11] were really an early form of algorithmic music, for example. A pair
of dice were tossed to determine a sequence of precomposed measures, which together
formed a complete piece. There are many examples of similar types of musical
composition techniques throughout history that could be classified as algorithmic. One
even earlier technique for music composition, called “soggetto cavato” [11] and
developed in the 1400s, involves mapping letters of the alphabet to notes in order to
produce unique melodies. This often took the form of vowel-mapping and was used with
peoples' names as well as the names of cities and towns.
These techniques are quite simplistic in nature, but are still arguably the beginnings of
algorithmic music and demonstrate that people have long been fascinated with music
composition that contains some type of “magical” generative component that comes from
something outside themselves, either random or otherwise. This fascination continues to
this day and is even more widespread, given the powerful computers that we now have at
our disposal and the interesting observation that programmers often have an interest in
music as well. I believe this has yet to be demonstrated by any scientific study or survey,
but it seems to be true more often than not. There is also a deeper philosophical question
that I believe helps to fuel interest in algorithmic music, which gets back to the essence of
creativity and aesthetics.

Statement of the Problem
Perhaps one of the most difficult tasks of any algorithmic music system is producing
something that has aesthetic appeal, which is a critical component in music – more than a
nice ideal. Much of past research in algorithmic music seems to have focused on
generating musical complexity and neglected the importance of simply sounding good. It
is fairly easy to generate something that is musically complex, but generating something
compelling, that tells a story, conveys an emotion, or communicates some idea, is
significantly more difficult. It is this vague, subjective aspect of creativity that plagues
any system that aims to generate some form of “art” or perform any task that we would
generally think of as creative.

Analysis
As has been mentioned, for many years, and especially since the dawn of computing,
algorithmic music has been explored in great depth. Yet, many algorithms are
unsatisfactory, either because they simply don't generate good music, with aesthetic
appeal, or because the musical solution space has been so limited that every generated
piece of music sounds the same.

Past Approaches to Algorithmic Music
When reviewing the literature pertaining to algorithmic music we can identify two basic
approaches - “derivative” and “generative.” In general, the derivative approach tends to
create music that all sounds the same, while the generative approach tends to generate
music that just doesn't sounds good at all.

Derivative
In the early days of computer music, many algorithms were designed to be seeded with
existing pieces of music, then restructure the ideas found in the model pieces into a new
composition [1]. These algorithms were purely statistical in nature and used Markov
analysis, which simply creates tables representing the probability of a note falling at any
given place in a piece. These types of algorithms can sometimes result in interesting
variations on existing pieces of music, but results sound much like the original piece(s) of
music used for content.
Another application of algorithmic music, that falls loosely under the derivative approach
involves musical interpretation ([17] provides an example of this). The challenge is to
create a program which can play expressively, like a human. The problem here is one of
performance, as opposed to composition.

Generative
Also popular during the beginnings of research into computer music were algorithms
which were solely generative, with no human element. This is based on the assumption
that computers can generate completely original music. This is by far the most ambitious
form that algorithmic music takes. It is possible to use Markov chains in a purely
generative way, by skipping the analysis step and simply establishing some probabilities
by filling in the Markov tables, which is precisely what Hiller did in 1957 when he
composed what is often considered the first original piece of music composed with a
computer, the “Illiac Suite for String Quartet” [1].
For a long time, the focus of generative music was on creating original musical elements,
with little thought given to how the resulting music was actually perceived. Simply the
idea that a computer could generate a complex piece of “music” by itself was a novel idea
and fascinated researchers. Not only was the human response to music neglected, but
nearly everything known about traditional music composition and music theory was
discarded. This was a radical difference from the derivative crowd, who based everything
on existing music and left very little room for deviation.

Need For A Human Component
Based on the results of many years of research in computer music, it's apparent that we
are incapable of coaxing computers to generate compelling music aside from human
intervention [24], [18], [13].
“No algorithm can generate meaningful music from scratch. Knowledge of the
desired musical style, or a set of artificial rules, or a training set of existing music
is at least needed” [18].

As soon as a human element is introduced, whether it be a single musical idea, single
piece, large number of pieces, or any other human element, the chances of success
dramatically improve. Still, it is difficult for a computer generated piece of music to
convey anything that the provided music elements didn't already contain, and thus, it is
difficult to arrive at something “fresh” or “original.”

High Dimensional Solution Space
Another of the difficulties inherent in music is the high dimensional solution space. There
are simply too many variables in music for a straight forward algorithm to handle in a
reasonable amount of time, if at all, which is why many of the successful algorithms limit
the solution space. These variables include time, pitch, duration, loudness, meter, and
tempo, among others. These variables create an infinite number of possible solutions, or
pieces of music, and this high dimensional solution space is both difficult to describe and
navigate.

Hypothesis
With this problem in mind, let's suppose there were a system that could generate
interesting original music. What might it look like? The two most difficult problems were
the high dimensional solution space and the need for a human component. I believe
Interactive Evolutionary Computing (IEC) is the most promising technique and has the
potential to solve both of these problems, but before examining how IEC may be applied
to the problem at hand, we must define Evolutionary Computing (EC) and describe its
various manifestations.

Overview of Evolutionary Computing (EC)
EC describes the set of algorithms and techniques based on the theory of biological
evolution. It is incredibly effective at finding solutions to problems with a high dimension
problem space. It has been used to solve, or at least approximate solutions, to many NP
problems, including the traveling salesman problem, among others. The idea has been
around since the 1950s [2], but really solidified when Holland developed the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) in 1962 [16]. The GA has become probably the most popular and
successful of this class of algorithms. The GA's success is due, in a large part, to the
publication of the classic Goldberg text [15], which made GAs palatable to the common
man (or at least the common engineer), explaining in concrete terms how the GA may be
applied to a variety of real-world problems.

Genetic Algorithms (GA)
In a GA, a “population” of candidate solutions is “evolved” toward better and better
solutions to a problem with hopes that each successive generation will yield more “fit”
solutions. The process of “evolution” involves “mutation” and “crossover” (ie. mating)
operations, designed to mimic the phenomena described by the theory of biological
evolution. A critical component of the GA is the fitness measure, required in order to
model Darwin's “survival of the fittest.” From each generation, the most “fit” candidate
solutions, or “individuals,” have a greater likelihood of persisting and reproducing, to
form the next generation. One other critical component of the GA is the encoding of the

solution, and the definition of the mutation and crossover operations are necessarily
dependent on this encoding.
Genetic Programming (GP) [20] is a compelling variation of the GA, in which computer
programs are the individuals being evolved, and fitness is determined by how well the
computer program performs the desired task. This has been shown to be highly effective
at solving a surprisingly wide variety of programming problems.

Interactive Evolutionary Computing (IEC)
EC seems to be the perfect solution to the high dimensional solution space problem, but
what about the critical human component? IEC is a special branch of EC which includes
an interactive human element, essentially providing feedback throughout the generative
process. Based on our analysis of the problem, this type of algorithm would address the
two most critical issues.
IEC has proven to be remarkably effective in creative or artistic processes. Karl Sims
perhaps did the most to forward this method when he applied it to computer graphics
[22]. He applied it to several problems, including animation, but the technique that
remains most popular today, perhaps for its effectiveness and straight forward
implementation, is Genetic Images. Genetic Images provides an excellent example of
IEC.
The basic idea of Genetic Images is quite simple: a set of images are presented to the
human and one or more favorites are chosen. These select images are then used as the
basis for the next generation. Mutation and crossover operations – from GAs – are then
applied to produce a new set of images. This process repeats until the algorithm produces
an image the user finds appealing and decides to stop. This is essentially a GA where the
human becomes the fitness function.
For something as subjective as music, there is no way to produce a standard analytical
fitness function capable of effectively representing a person's individual aesthetics. Even
if we could model something as complex as a person's aesthetics, it would only reflect
one particular individual. What about other people, or what about when a person's
aesthetics change? Aesthetics are dynamic and can change as frequently as a person's
mood. It is in domains such as this that IEC works best and thus Karl Sims' successful
Genetic Images provides an excellent starting point and inspiration for a Genetic Music
application.

Existing Research
Applying IEC to music is not a new idea; several people have approached Genetic Music,
from various angles. Both standard GA [5], [9], [21], [26] and GP [19] techniques have
been used and some projects have even used both together [25]. There is much to learn
from what has and hasn't worked in using IEC with music and it would be foolish not to
take into consideration both the mistakes and advances of past research.
Perhaps the most serious difficulty with Genetic Music is the universally acknowledged
human fatigue problem. This is a potential risk for all IEC algorithms, because the
population size must be small enough for a human to evaluate in a reasonable amount of
time – most Genetic Image applications use a population of around 9 individuals, for

example. The problem is that when the population is reduced to numbers that small, the
number of generations required to generate a satisfactory solution almost always
dramatically increases. It's simply not possible for a human to evaluate millions of
generations, which is not an uncommon number in many applications of traditional GAs.
Because the human fatigue problem is so critical, research in Genetic Music either
directly or indirectly focuses on solving this issue. In order to lessen human fatigue, the
total time required to find a good solution must be reduced. This means that either the
population must converge in fewer iterations or the efficiency of the interactive human
component must be improved. In other words, either the algorithm itself or the user
interface (UI) must be made more efficient. It helps to keep this in mind when examining
what others have done, because it is what motivates nearly all existing research.
In an attempt to solve the human fatigue problem, several people have tried to model
trends in user selection with a Neural Network (NN), with mostly inconclusive results.
[9], [19], and [25] describe attempts to do this. At best, the trained NN is sometimes able
to produce results almost as well as the user, but is unable to consistently do so [19]. In
[25] the NN is more consistently able to produce fairly good results, greatly reducing time
to converge, but the results lack diversity. Modeling human aesthetics is a very difficult
problem and existing attempts seem to oversimplify, as [9] explains: “...humans listen to
music in complex and subtle ways that are not captured well by simple statistical
models.”
Some people have focused on a particular part of music, while others have tried to do
everything, including rhythm, melody, harmony, and various instruments. [5] aims to
generate melodies. [26] and [12] set out to generate music consisting of multiple
instruments and parts. [25] focuses on generation of rhythms. It is decidedly more
difficult to handle multiple instruments and parts of music. The solution space becomes
significantly larger with each added part, so often more intelligence is required for the
algorithm to be successful. It is important to remember this when evaluating various
studies.
The most successful algorithms to date find creative ways to narrow the solution space.
For example, Al Biles' GenJam [5] focuses on jazz, and does it very well. Of course,
GenJam is not very useful for less tonal music, or other styles, but this is not a problem
because it was never intended to do anything but jazz. GenJam restricts the solution space
in several key ways. First, the chord progression for a piece is given, and melodic
material is mapped onto tried and true jazz “scales.” Since the beginning of jazz,
musicians have been improvising solos based on the particular “scale” that goes with
each type of chord. This mapping ensures that a “wrong note” is never played, and
because it is based on techniques used by every jazz musician, it sounds right (and even
hip sometimes). One other way the solution space is reduced is by limiting the number of
unique notes to 14. This allows music events to be represented as 4 bit numbers, because
0 and 15 represent a rest and a hold, respectively.
The UI is still a difficult problem, and there are apparently no easy solutions. GenJam
allows the user to provide positive and negative feedback on measures and phrases (a
phrase consists of 4 measures) as they are played back in full, one at a time, during the
training phase. There are 48 unique phrases, and 64 unique measures with GenJam. Of
course, because there are no wrong notes, there are likely to be half decent individuals in

even the first generation. This is an example where, because of some intelligence given to
the algorithm, the number of generations will be significantly reduced. Because of this, it
doesn't really matter if the user needs to listen to every single individual, because fit
individuals are likely to appear fairly quickly. More conventional approaches adopt a UI
similar to that used for Genetic Images, displaying some graphical representation, often a
score, and allowing individuals to be played on demand. A favorite may then be selected
as with Genetic Images (although it is more common to allow multiple favorites with
Genetic Music). There is much room for improving the UI in Genetic Music applications.
Most, if not all, projects include a significant amount of intelligence in the algorithm,
often ensuring the music complies with “good music theory,” endowing the algorithm
with some idea of what is “musically interesting,” requiring a specific meter, and limiting
the range of the melody, among others. This is done to lessen the fatigue problem and
ensure that the algorithm converges on something in a reasonable amount of time. Music
has many more dimensions than images and pleasing music is arguably a narrower
category than pleasing images (a fairly general random approach works quite well with
images). It is clear that developing a good balance in the amount of “smarts” is critical to
the success of any Genetic Music algorithm.

Synthesis
There are a variety of questions that music raises, as a application domain for IEC: How
is each individual represented? Can music be graphically rendered as a score or as
something else? When will individuals be played and how much of each individual will
be played? These questions are probably dependent on the length of each individual and
the number of unique individuals which exist in each generation. Is the user an amateur
musician, professional, or non-musician? How much effort can be expected from the
user? What level of smarts should the GA be endowed with? On one extreme is a
completely random GA and on the other extreme is a GA with mutation and crossover
operations based completely on music theory. In terms of scope, what are the variables in
music and is it feasible to let the GA adjust them all? Finally, should Genetic
Programming be used, or a standard GA (ie. should we evolve music directly, or
introduce a level of abstraction and evolve a music generation program, in the same way
Genetic Images works)?
These are a few of the questions that motivate my project, some of which I hope to
explore and hopefully answer, in light of the patterns and trends in existing research. My
goal is to implement three different approaches to Genetic Music. The first two will be
fairly standard GA and GP approaches, but the final algorithm, while a GP approach, will
be something more original, based on mathematical curves. It is almost completely based
on the Genetic Images algorithm, but has never been applied quite so directly to Genetic
Music. I will implement these GP and GA approaches to Genetic Music, drawing on
ideas from Genetic Images and existing research in Genetic Music. In this way, I will
develop a working knowledge of the field of Genetic Music, by implementing the
principle algorithms and techniques employed (in addition to my own idea), gaining a
practical understanding of what works, what doesn't work, and why. It should be noted
that there are no real standard approaches to Genetic Music, thus even the 2 algorithms
that are not entirely original will include a good deal of my own ideas. There are some

clear general trends, but I will be working out many of the details myself.
While my ideas will likely change over the course of this project, it helps to begin with
some initial ideas concerning the overall software framework, musical parameter set,
genome definition for the GA, solution generation (from phenotype to music), function
set for GP, and UI.
Software Framework: A software framework will be built, taking full advantage of
polymorphism to support any conceivable evolutionary algorithm. It should be incredibly
easy implement a new algorithm. The basic control of the GA or GP should be abstracted
out so that each new algorithm can focus on the algorithm itself. Consider a population
class that contains instances of polymorphic individual classes, implementing crossover
and mutation functions. If the goal was to only implement a single algorithm, perhaps it
wouldn't matter so much for the software framework to facilitate the addition of new
algorithms, but because the goal is to implement at least 3 different algorithms, it's
important for the framework to be easily extensible.
GA/GP Parameter Set: These might include such things as pitch, velocity (loudness),
note duration, meter, tempo, key, and mode (major, minor, etc). I will begin with pitch
and note duration, hopefully incorporating velocity later, and possibly others, as time
permits.
GA Genome Definition: I will begin with simply a string of notes, containing pitch,
duration, velocity and whatever other parameters are to be modified. I might also consider
some type of tree data structure – perhaps a 4 layer tree containing song, phrase, measure,
and event levels, similar to GenJam.
Solution Generation: Using MIDI and the useful Java Sound APIs, note descriptions
may be used to construct a MIDI sequence and rendered as audio.
GP Program Representation: I will implement at least 2 different GP approaches. The
first will evolve a tree representing a function which returns musical phrases. Leaves will
be actual notes and branches will be functions operating on musical phrases (a phrase
may consist of only 1 note). For this approach, the function set must operate on musical
notes, or at least lists. It is not purely mathematical, as with the standard Genetic Image
algorithm. The other GP approach is based much more closely on Genetic Images, using
mathematical functions (probably taken directly from those used for Genetic Images) of
time to represent pitch, velocity, and note frequency (duration). Because these functions
will be naturally continuous, function values will be rounded in order to map onto
discrete pitches, velocities, and durations. One way to think about this approach, is that
pitch, velocity, and duration are colors.
GP Musical Function Set: These might include the following, for example:
–

append(phrase1, phrase2)

–

interleave(phrase1, phrase2)

–

addDegree(phrase1, phrase2)

–

subtractDegree(phrase1, phrase2)

–

shorten(phrase)

–

lengthen(phrase)

–

palindrome(phrase)

–

repeat(phrase)

–

reverse(phrase)

–

rotate(phrase, n)

–

addRelativeNote(phrase, n)

–

shift(phrase, n)

–

major(phrase)

–

harmonicMinor(phrase)

–

blues(phrase)

–

wholeTone(phrase)

–

pentatonic(phrase)

–

tiePitches(phrase)

–

transpose(phrase, n)

–

restNoise(n)

–

noteNoise(n)

–

lowThreshold(phrase, n)

–

highThreshold(phrase, n)

UI: The UI will be loosely based on Genetic Images, graphically representing each piece
of music as a piano roll (dashes for notes, the length representing note duration, and the
vertical location representing pitch, perhaps color representing velocity). Each piece
could be played on demand and stopped whenever desired, by another action – mutation,
crossover, or playing another piece, for example. In this way, the user does not
necessarily need to listen to each individual in a given population, hopefully reducing the
time to evaluate and determine the fittest individuals.

Project Plan
Following is my project plan, with the estimated week of completion for each goal:
–

Implement Genetic Images, in order to develop a working knowledge of IEC and
develop a GP framework. (week 4)

–

Implement interactive GA technique. (week 5)

–

Implement interactive GP technique. (week 6)

–

Compare each technique. (week 6)

–

Explore various degrees and types of “smarts,” with the goal of having as little
intelligence as possible, while still yielding good results in a reasonable amount of
time. In general, the type and amount of intelligence given to the GA or GP is what

differentiates the many approaches to genetic music. (week 6)
–

Explore mappings between music and graphics (and maybe other mediums) with the
goal of possibly deriving alternative rendering techniques (of course, the obvious way
to render music is as sound or as a score). This borders on visualization, which is an
interesting problem domain in its own right, but the goal here is to improve the UI, in
hopes of partially solving the human fatigue problem. (week 7)

–

Possibly combine GA and GP in a hybrid approach. (?)

The project plan is subject to change, based on how the project unfolds. If a particular
technique, or especially a new idea, proves interesting and seems promising, I will
explore it further and perhaps drop several goals. While I may drop some goals, I still
intend to study the key techniques that others have implemented, particularly the GA and
GP approaches.
When my project is finished, I hope to demonstrate a solid understanding of existing
approaches to Genetic Music and be able to compare and contrast them, based on my own
implementation of the principle techniques. Also, in the course of working on this
project, I have hopes of developing a successful original approach to Genetic Music.
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